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News from the Vintage Wireless and Gramophone Club, Perth. WA.
This issue comprises the February to July 2019 Meetings.

John Paskulich gave an interesting talk on
Stereoscopes, with some excellent examples
for demonstration, at the 25 February meeting.

Vince Taylor with 1913 Zonophone New
Compton gramophone. Badge engineered
machine made by The Gramophone Co LTD
(HMV) for their Zonophone subsidiary.
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At the 25 March meeting, Dennis Grimwood
shared his experience and research on the
history of AWA in Australia during WW2.

Norbert Torney brought a 1933 Telefunken Nauen
330WL vintage radio in excellent condition to
Show n Tell at the 22 April 2019 meeting.
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Editorial

VINTAGE WIRELESS AND GRAMAPHONE CLUB
OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA Inc.

EXECUTIVE 2015-2016
President: Rob Nunn
51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA 6020
Phone: 0418 922 629 (M) ; 08 94486143 (H)
Email : ranunn07@bigpond.com

Welcome to Edition No 134 of our Club
magazine, “Radio-Gram”! This issue
covers our club activities during the period from February 2019 to July 2019.
The magazine complements our Club
Website, http://vwgc.org.au managed
by our Vice-President Reg Gauci.
Rob Nunn
Our club has pursued an active program of monthly meeting presentations and auctions,
which have proved very popular with our members. Our
current membership stands at about 78.

Vice President: Reg Gauci
Secretary: Andrew Wakeman
Email : tdsc@iinet.net.au
Vince Taylor (Minute Secretary)

A Committee meeting was held at the Presidents home on
1 May 2019 to discuss ideas for our 2019 club program,
the website, the magazine, finances, membership and
possible club outings.

Treasurer: Barry Kinsella
Email : barkinsella@optusnet.com.au
Website: Reg Gauci : http://vwgc.org.au
Email: info@vwgc.org.au

Our club had a display stand at the Classic Car Show on
Sunday 24 March 2019. We displayed some interesting
vintage radio and gramophone equipment and some novelty radios etc. We had many visitors to our display tables
from people with questions and interest in the club and our
display Thanks are due to the display organizers and atEditor: Rob Nunn; Publicity/Website: Reg Gauci
tendees— Andrew Wakeman, Barry Kinsella, Tony BayMeetings are currently held on the fourth Monday of liss, Lawrie Bugeja, Mike Street. John Paskulich had an
each month (with the exception of December) at 8pm adjacent display stand of vintage telephones, which also
attracted considerable public interest.
in the Blue Gum Community Centre—Function

Committee: Rob Nunn, Barry Kinsella, Andrew
Wakeman, Vince Taylor, Reg Gauci, Mathew Cass,
Tony Bayliss. Tony Barbatano and Sydney Pateman
(Auctioneers). , Paul Hansen (Librarian).

Room. Visitors are always welcome!
Although the main interests of members are wireless
receivers and gramophones (or phonographs) ,
many members are also interested in amplifiers, telephones, musical boxes, tape recorders, television
receivers and other associated equipment and
memorabilia.
Radio-Gram is currently published twice per year, in
about February and September.
Send articles and advertisements to the editor :
Rob Nunn : 51 St Helier Drive, Sorrento, WA, 6020.
Email: ranunn07@bigpond.com
Phone : 94486143 or 0418 922 629
Please make sure your ‘copy’ is submitted by the
meeting night prior to the issue month.
Advertisements are placed FREE of charge, but
should be of a non-exploitive nature.

Subscriptions: $35 (payable in June)
(Concession rate: $30)
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This edition has, for the first time, included a Table of Contents on Page 3 to make it easier to find articles.
Our Constitution has had to be revised in order to meet
the requirements of the Associations Incorporation Act of
2015. Our Secretary, Andrew has been working on this,
and a Special General Meeting will be convened at 8pm
on 28 October 2019 at the Blue Gum Community Centre
to vote on the cancellation of the old Constitution and the
adoption of the New Constitution.
Thank you also to those members who gave presentations
at our regular monthly meetings. I would like to encourage
our members to put together a little talk with a few pictures
on a subject that of interest to them. We all enjoy hearing
about other members work or hobby experiences .
Thanks are also due to those members who help run the
auctions—Tony Barbitano (Auctioneer), Syd Pateman
(Auction Assistant), Rodney House (Auction Recorder),
and Barry Kinsella (Auction finances).
I would like to encourage contributions to the next Edition
of the magazine. A case-history of your projects perhaps.
Cheers!
Rob Nunn—Editor
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Early 1980’s meeting of
the club at Hickey St,
Ardross premises. From
small beginnings the
club has grown to about
78 members!
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Recent Events
March 25 2019 : AWA Display/presentation and DVD “AWA
and the War” (14min) and DVD on “Mosquito Factory”
(20min). (Dennis Grimwood).
Dennis Grimwood

April 22, 2019 : “Volksempfaenger radios” with working
demonstration (Norbert Torney)
May 27, 2019 : “John Bell and his 1932 WA Television camera and receiver” with a working model. (Richard Rennie)
June 24, 2019 : Members Mega– Auction and AGM.

Norbert Torney

Richard Rennie

July 22, 2019 : “Early Comedy on 78 Records” (Tony
Smith/Vince Taylor/Richard Rennie)
August 26, 2019 : Films from Tony Smith collection – likely
candidates “Railrodder” ( 30 min) Buster Keaton (USA comedian – 30min), Scott Joplin (15min), Ragtime composer/
pianist narrated by Eartha Kitt.

Tony Smith

Vince Taylor

September 23, 2019 : “Vertical Cut Records” (Rodney
House)

Coming Events
October 28, 2019 : Wally Coxon and the Empire’s Homage
(Richard Rennie/ Tony Smith).

Rodney House

November 25, 2019 : Christmas dinner at Blue Gum Community Centre, start 6.30pm.
January 27, 2020 : Members Mega-Auction.

Richard Rennie

February 24, 2020 : TBA
March 23, 2020 : TBA
Vince Taylor

Steve Austin
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Moved as correct by Rodney House and seconded by
Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms Mon- Laurie Bugeja. Passed unanimously.
day February 25th 2019.
30 members present.
Visitors : Brian Richardson, Robert Cooper and wife.
Apologies : Reg Gauci, Barry Kinsella, Richard Rennie

General Business.
Tony Bayliss- A record fair is on Sunday 10th March at
Wireless Hill.

Norbert Torney asked if there was to be a club meeting
on Easter Monday 25 March. The Secretary responded
8pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President, Rob Nunn, and a that a meeting will be held on these premises as usual.
welcome was extended to visitors.Rob reminded memItems of Interest.
bers to sign the Attendance Book.
Merv Thompson brought in a radio circa 1928 in a
wooden cabinet and asked if it was a good candidate for
Rob reported that the January members auction had
gone very well, with a huge variety of equipment brought restoration. Barry Kinsella said he will advise Merv of the
in by members, with virtually all items sold. Rob thanked details later.
those members who helped run this successful auction –
Meeting closed 8.40pm.
our Auctioneer Tony Barbitano and Assistant Syd Pateman, our Computer Operator Rodney House, Treasurer
Barry Kinsella and Secretary Andrew Wakeman.
The club magazine Radio-Gram No. 133 is in progress
and almost ready to send out. Thank you to those members who sent in some case histories and photos for the
magazine. Don’t forget to keep in touch with club activities and meetings on our website managed by Website
Manager, Reg Gauci. Thanks you Reg!
Upcoming events include the 2019 Shannon’s Classic
Car Show on Sunday 24 March 2019 at Ascot Racecourse. This is a big event – last year there were over
1000 Classic cars on show and big crowds. Andrew will
be talking on this tonight.
Tonight’s meetings will a presentation on Stereoscopes
by John Paskulich. John has a good collection of these
and has brought them along with some contributions from
other members.

John Paskulich gave a great talk on the development of stereoscopes with many examples on display to complement the talk.

Don’t miss our next meeting on Mon 25 March 2019
when Tony Smith and Dennis Grimwood will talk on AWA
during WW2 together with a DVD film on “AWA and the
War”. Bring along any interesting AWA equipment to
show and tell.
Secretary’s Report.
The Secretary, Andrew Wakeman reminded members
that the Shannon’s Classic Car Show will be on at Ascot
Racecourse on 25 March 2019. A good position for our
display and information stand has been secured. There
was no incoming or outgoing correspondence this month.
The Secretary’s Report was moved as correct by John
Pasculich and seconded by Laurie Bugeja. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. There is approx $2, 000
in the bank and over $6,000 in the fixed deposit account.
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Some of the fine examples of early
stereoscopes on display
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Photos from 25 Feb 2019 meeting

Some of the members gathered for the 25 February 2019 meeting at
Blue Gum Community Centre.

More stereoscopes on display for
John Pasculich presentation.
An array of vintage stereoscopes on display for the talk.

Left to right—foreground : James Wemm, Merv
Thompson and Adrian du Heaume at the meeting.

At the auction, a Realistic DX-302 quartzsynthesised communications receiver
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Rodney House in control of vital auction recording
on the laptop computer. Thanks Rodney!

A 3-in-1 TV-AM/FM–radio-cassette recorder attracted some interest at the donation auction.
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Photos from 25 Feb 2019 meeting

Norbert Torney brought in some of his radio projects
and gave an interesting talk during Show N Tell.

Norbert’s 1937 Hiker Bread Board kit set radio from side view. With Super Regenerative
FM radio (small chassis)

Rear view—Norbert’s build of 2-Russian valve,
low plate voltage, speaker operated radio.
Norbert’s 1937 Hiker Bread Board kit set
radio from front view.

Front view of Norbert’s build of 2-Russian valve,
low plate voltage, speaker operated radio

Kriesler Stereophonic wood-case radio, circa
1960’s in need of restoration was sold at the
auction.
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EMI Factories Ltd reel-to-reel tape recorder
brought in for auction.
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms Mon- Items of Interest.
Norbert Tourney- Homemade high performance amp
day March 25th 2019.

made from TV tubes and a wiring diagram sourced from
the internet.

36 members present. 2 visitors

8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. A wel- Matthew Cass- 1937 Volksempanger. Clean unrestored
unit. SABA VE 301 DYN.
come was extended to visitors Geoff Higgins and Tony
Mann. Apologies were received from James Wemm and
Russell Nash-1934 (possibly 1920s) Wheatstone bridge
Richard Rennie.
and Galvanometer. Reads the resistance of a line in its
simplest form. A museum piece. This was rescued from a
Last meetings talk was on Stereoscopes by John Pastraining school when it closed down.
colich and a very good display was held. This meeting
Dennis Grimwood will be speaking on AWA during World
Meeting closed 8.34pm.
War 2.
Dennis Grimwood talks about AWA during World War 2.
The club magazine; Radiogram #133 was posted in early
March. Spare copies are available tonight if wanted.
Thanks to all who have supplied material. We are looking
for material for the next issue. Notification of club activities can be found on the website.
Yesterday the club ran a successful display at the Classic
Car Show. We are now officially registered with the National Library in Canberra and our Magazine will be
lodged with this institution.
Next meeting Monday 22nd April, Norbert Tourney will be
talking on Volksemphanger radios.
Secretary’s Report.
Five members attended the Shannon’s Classic Car Show
yesterday to help out. A good position was secured with
much interest shown and about 70 Flyers were handed
out to the public.
Tonight there will be an auction of donated items courtesy of Wireless Hill Museum and on the side table some
items belonging to members are offered for sale.

Dennis Grimwood gave an interesting presentation on the history of AWA during WW2, illustrating the important role they played in supporting
the war effort.

There was no incoming or outgoing correspondence this
month. The secretary’s report was moved as correct by
Tony Bayliss and seconded by Laurie Bugeja. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. There is approx $2, 000
in the bank and over $6,000 in the fixed deposit account.
Moved as correct by Tony Barbatano and seconded by
Laurie Bugeja. Passed unanimously.
General Business.
Tony Bayliss- On Sunday 10th March a record fair was
held at Wireless Hill. It was surprising how well attended
it was.
Reg Gauci- Catalogues from Altronics are here tonight
for members to peruse.
Laurie Bugeja- Wishes to thank Rob and the contributors
for the quality of the club magazine.
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Dennis preparing for his presentation on AWA
during WW2.
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25 March 2019 meeting and auction.

At the 25 March 2019 meeting, members listed to Dennis Grimwood who illustrated and demonstrated the important role played by the Australian company AWA during World War 2.

Norbert Torney gave a Show N Tell on one of
his projects
Norbert’s home-made high performance amplifier
made with TV valves using a wiring diagram
sourced from the internet.

Norbert’s Show n Tell 1938
Volksempfaenger radio .
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STC portable valve radio, 1940’s was auctioned at the March meeting.
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More photos from the 25 March 2019 meeting

Byer 66 amplifier module attracted a
buyer at the auction—front view

A donated Philips Model 101AZ brown Bakelite
mantel radio was auctioned.

Byer 66 amplifier module attracted a buyer
at the auction—top view

This chassis was auctioned and found a buyer.

1950’s bakelite Kriesler Radiogram Model 11-25, in
good condition, was auctioned successfully at the
March meeting.
A number of 78 records with covers
were donated for the auction.
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cleaned with vinegar to remove rust staining and rust.
Rodney House worked on the motor and soundbox and
Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms Mon- did a wonderful job getting the machine working right. He
also devised a sprung cradle for the tone arm to take
day April 22nd 2019.
much of the weight from the tone arm.

20 members present.

Matthew Cass- 1937 SABA Volksemphanger. This ma8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
chine was shown last meeting. It has been further worked
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. Apoloon with new capacitors, patched speaker etc and is now
gies were received from, Rod Edwards, Tony Smith,
running.
Rodney House, Richard Jefferys and Kevin Chant.
Thanks to members that brought items along last month
to augment Dennis Grimwood’s talk on AWA. The club is
looking for submissions for the next club magazine. Items
on Music Boxes, TV’s, Radios, Gramophones etc greatfully accepted.
Members are reminded that name badges are on the
front desk every meeting. Members are requested to
wear their name badges as it helps with identification and
putting names to faces.

Richard Rennie- Is preparing a talk about local inventor
John Bell who built the first record cutter in WA. He and a
partner set up a company that manufactured Belmont
Radios. Has anyone got one or know where one is?
Meeting closed 8.30pm.
Norbert Tourney presented a talk on Volksemphanger
Radios.

Secretary’s Report.
The club received notification and an invitation from The
Seniors Recreation Council regarding the Have-a-go day
at Burwood Park on Wed 13th November. As usual the
VWGC will be holding an exhibit of radios and gramophones.
There was no other incoming correspondence. There
was no outgoing correspondence..
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by Laurie
Bugeja and seconded by Reg Gauci. Passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. There is not much to
report. The club received income from last month’s auction and from membership subscriptions.
Moved as correct by Tony Bayliss and seconded by Syd
Pateman. Passed unanimously.

Norbert gave a great talk on the history, and his
experiences with, an impressive collection of
Volksempfaenger radios (German manufacture)

Items of Interest.
Tony Bayliss- 1) Parlophone transistor portable record
player from the 1960s. 2) Guardsman 78s in covers advertising the Guardsman portable gramophone.
Phil Oxwell- 1936 Bakelite cathedral radio, 240 Volt by
Philco, Middlesex England, case by E.K. Cole. Chassis
was cleaned using CRC and a toothbrush. The Perspex
front of the tuning dial was heavily damaged but was remade using a paper photocopy laminated twice to give
the desired thickness.
Vince Taylor-1913 Zonophone New Compton gramophone. Badge engineered machine made by The Gramophone Co LTD (HMV) for their Zonophone subsidiary.
Motor is single spring HMV type, exhibition type soundbox. Horn is not original to the machine but is of European manufacture and has original paint. Was heavily

12

An excellent display of various radios brought
in by Norbert for his presentation.
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22 April 2019 meeting and donations auction.

From left to right, DKE 38 (Deutscher Klein Empfaenger), DKE 110 – 240, 1942, made in
Poland (Derufa – Warschau ), DKE 110 – 240, 1943, Telefunken Berlin. (Norbert Torney)

M

1933 Telefunken Nauen 330WL. Orig cost 219 marks.

1933 Volkesempfaenger radio. Cost 76
German marks

Norbert’s home-built modulator—a low power
AM transmitter, used to play music on a CDplayer through your own mini-radio station!
With magic eye tester.
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Unusual tubes used in Volkesempfaenger radios.
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More photos from the 22 April 2019 meeting.

1946 Notradio—a contuniuation of the DKE38
nameless. Built with ex-army parts.

A British Volkesempfaenger called “War
Time Utility Receiver”

Members view and discuss items on display during the April meeting.
1938 Volkesempfaenger radio—the last model.

A 1933 SABA type 311 radio. Orig cost 209
German marks
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1981 replica, German made by Quelle Universum, AM/FM modern components—transistor
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22 April 2019 meeting.

Vince Taylor with 1913 Zonophone New Compton
gramophone. Badge engineered machine made by
The Gramophone Co LTD (HMV) for their Zonophone subsidiary.
Motor is single spring HMV type, exhibition type
soundbox. Horn is not original to the machine but is
of European manufacture and has original paint.
It was heavily cleaned with vinegar to remove rust
staining and rust.

Phil Oxwell with his 1936 Philco bakelite cathedral
radio, 240 V, made in Middlesex England, case by
E.K. Cole.
Chassis was cleaned using CRC and a
toothbrush. The Perspex front of the tuning dial
was heavily damaged but was remade using a
paper photocopy laminated twice to give the desired thickness.

Rodney House worked on the motor and soundbox
and did a wonderful job getting the machine working
right. He also devised a sprung cradle for the tone
arm to take much of the weight from the tone arm.
(To the right) foreground—Barry
Kinsella and Norbert Torney discuss
one of Norbert’s projects on display.

(Above and right). Matthew Cass brought in his
1936 Volkesempfaenger radio to “Show n Tell”
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms
Tuesday May 27th 2019.
8.00pm Meeting opened by Vice President Reg Gauci.
Reg welcomed members and any visitors to the May
meeting, and mentioned that apologies had been received from Rob Nunn, President, who is travelling overseas.

At the May meeting, Richard Rennie
described the work of John Bell; a
young Western Australian Inventor
of the 1930s.
In 1930 John Bell and Walter James
Kinnimont were trading as Bell and
Kinnimont of 796 Hay Street, Perth;
Radio Dealers.

Richard Rennie

Tonight’s presentation is from Richard Rennie- who will
talk about local inventor John Bell who built the first record cutter in WA. He and a partner set up a company
that manufactured Belmont Radios.
Secretary’s Report
Andrew Wakeman reported that our club email had received a number of enquiries from the public in regard to
the sale or repair to radios and gramophones.
Andrew reminded members that their club subs are due
in June next month. These are now $35 for nonconcessional members and $30 for concessional members. They can be paid by cash, cheque or by internet
banking to the club bank a/c.
Move to Accept Report by : Richard Rennie
Seconded by : Merv Thompson
Treasurer’s Report
Barry Kinsella reported that the club’s finances were
healthy, and figures were tabled for acceptance.
Move to Accept Report by : John Pasculich
Seconded by : Paul Hansen
General Business
There was no general business raised by the members
present.

At the May meeting, Richard demonstrated a
working model of Bell’s Televisor—a televisor
camera and receiver invented by John Bell.
They manufactured and sold Bellmont Radios In September 1930 they advertised a Bellmont Portable 3-valve
wireless set, in oak case measuring 13in. x 12in. x 7½
in., with accumulator, for £19-10-0.
A Bellmont Screen Grid Portable Set with large accumulator cost £19-10-0.

Items of Interest
There were no items of interest.
The meeting was closed at 8.25pm.

However, in January 1931 they went into receivership. In
June 1931 they paid their “first and final
dividend”. At about this time, John Bell helped Phonographs Limited construct a record cutting lathe that was
Presentation by Richard Rennie- who will talk about local
used to make “Your Own Voice” Records.
inventor John Bell who built the first record cutter in WA.
He and a partner set up a company that manufactured
In February 1932, John Bell registered Bell’s Inventions
Belmont Radios.
Ltd. With a capital of £1125 (2250 shares of 10/Donated Items auction.
each), the aim of the company was “To acquire and furMinutes compiled by Rob Nunn from available informather all inventions and processes of John Bell, of 14
tion.
St. George's terrace, Perth”.
At the fourth annual conversazione of the Science Society of the University of W.A. held in the Physics
Department, Irwin-street Perth, Bell demonstrated a televisor camera and receiver of his own invention. “It
proved a centre of interest to all at the conversazione.”
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Librarian: Paul Hansen
Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms Mon- Website Manager: Reg Gauci
Magazine Editor: Rob Nunn
day June 24th 2019.
38 members present. No visitors.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by Vice Pres Reg Gauci.
Apologies from Rob Nunn and Richard Jefferys.
A reminder to everyone that subscriptions are due today.

On calling for nominations for the committee Tony Barbatano, Mathew Cass, Tony Bayliss and Tony Smith
were accepted onto the committee.
Meeting closed 8.19pm. An auction was held after the
meeting.

Sincere thanks to the committee and office bearers for
their work over the past 12 months. Special thanks to
Tony Barbatano, Sid Pateman and Rodney House for
handling the club auctions. After the election of office
bearers tonight there will be an auction. Members are
reminded that memberships should be current to bid in
club auctions and all items must be paid for on the night.
Secretary’s Report.
As mentioned membership subscriptions are due tonight.
The cost is $30 concession and $35 full price. Regarding
tonight’s auction, members are reminded to track their
purchases and remember to take their purchases home.
The club has notified the SRC via email of its intention to
exhibit at the Have-a-go Day on Nov 13th. There was no
incoming or outgoing correspondence.
The secretary’s report was moved as correct by John
Paskolich and seconded by Merv Thompson. Passed
unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
The treasurer’s report was presented by Barry Kinsella
as a separate document.
Moved as correct by Tony Bayliss and seconded by Syd
Pateman.

Tony Barbitano and Sydney Pateman prepare for
the monster June members auction.

General Business.
Richard Rennie- In reply to an enquiry from John Pascolich stated that there is an information day for the public scheduled at Wireless Hill Museum in November.
More information will be presented closer to the date.
Items of Interest.
Laurie Bugeja- c. 1947 AWA Radiola Radio. Wooden
cabinet. Features Magic Eye Tuning, MW, SW, Aux input.
AGM/ Election of Office Bearers
As there were no nominations for office bearers the executive stands as is.
President: Rob Nunn
Vice President: Reg Gauci
Treasurer: Barry Kinsella
Secretary: Andrew Wakeman
Minutes Secretary: Vince Taylor
Auctioneer and assistant: Tony Barbartano and Sid
Pateman.
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Some candid photos taken of members during
the June meeting. Gail Cleland in foreground.
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24 June 2019 Meeting and Members auction

Candid photos of members present at the
June meeting. Brian May, Gail Cleland
and Phil Oxwell in foreground.

Candid photos of members present
at the June meeting. Matthew Cass
and Merv Thompson in foreground.

A TRUE STORY ABOUT APOLLO 11 AND
NEIL ARMSTRONG.
IN CASE YOU DIDN'T ALREADY KNOW THIS LITTLE TIDBIT OF
WONDERFUL TRIVIA...............

More candid photos of
members present at the
June meeting. James
Moore in foreground.

ON JULY 5, 1995, IN TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA, WHILE ANSWERING QUESTIONS FOLLOWING A SPEECH, A REPORTER
BROUGHT UP THE 26-YEAR-OLD QUESTION ABOUT
MR.GORSKY AND THIS TIME HE FINALLY RESPONDED BECAUSE HIS MR. GORSKY HAD JUST DIED, SO NEIL ARMSTRONG FELT HE COULD NOW ANSWER THE QUESTION.
HERE IS THE ANSWER TO
"WHO WAS MR. GORSKY?":

ON JULY 20, 1969, AS COMMANDER OF THE APOLLO 11 LUNAR MODULE, NEIL ARMSTRONG WAS THE FIRST PERSON
TO SET FOOT ON THE MOON.
HIS FIRST WORDS AFTER STEPPING ON THE MOON,"THAT'S
ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN, ONE GIANT LEAP FOR MANKIND," WERE TELEVISED TO EARTH AND HEARD BY MILLIONS.
BUT, JUST BEFORE HE RE-ENTERED THE LANDER, HE MADE
THE ENIGMATIC REMARK "GOOD LUCK, MR. GORSKY."
MANY PEOPLE AT NASA THOUGHT IT WAS A CASUAL REMARK CONCERNING SOME RIVAL SOVIET COSMONAUT.
HOWEVER, UPON CHECKING, THERE WAS NO GORSKY IN
EITHER THE RUSSIAN OR AMERICAN SPACE PROGRAMS.

IN 1938, WHEN HE WAS A KID IN A SMALL MID-WESTERN
TOWN, HE WAS PLAYING BASEBALL WITH A FRIEND IN THE
BACKYARD. HIS FRIEND HIT THE BALL, WHICH LANDED IN
HIS NEIGHBOR'S YARD BY THEIR BEDROOM WINDOW.
HIS NEIGHBORS WERE MR. AND MRS. GORSKY.
AS HE LEANED DOWN TO PICK UP THE BALL, YOUNG ARMSTRONG HEARD MRS. GORSKY SHOUTING AT MR. GORSKY,
"SEX! YOU WANT SEX?! YOU'LL GET SEX WHEN THE KID
NEXT DOOR WALKS ON THE MOON!"

It broke the place up.
NEIL ARMSTRONG'S FAMILY CONFIRMED THAT THIS IS A
TRUE STORY.

OVER THE YEARS, MANY PEOPLE QUESTIONED ARMSTRONG AS TO WHAT THE 'GOOD LUCK, MR. GORSKY'
STATEMENT MEANT, BUT ARMSTRONG ALWAYS JUST
SMILED.
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Minutes of Vintage Wireless and Gramophone
Collectors Club meeting held at clubrooms
Tuesday July 22nd 2019.
33 members present. 2 visitors.
8.00pm. Meeting commenced.
The meeting was opened by President Rob Nunn. Welcome to visitors Geoffrey and Wolfgang. Thanks to Vice
President Reg Gauci for taking the reins during the May
and June meetings. Welcome to Mathew Cass to the
committee.
The club is seeking articles for the magazine Radiogram
#134. Email items to Rob Nunn. Members are reminded
that upcoming club events and notices are on the website. Any items or enquiries for the website are to be directed to the webmaster Reg Gauci.
Members are also reminded that club badges are on the
front desk at each meeting. They are asked to wear them
to assist in identification.
Tonight’s talk is a combined talk by Tony Smith, Richard
Rennie and Vince Taylor on comedy on 78rpm. An auction will be held after.
Secretary’s Report.
The club flyer has been revamped with updated addresses. They are available on the front desk if anyone
wishes a copy of the flyer to distribute.
A reminder that the club is booked to exhibit at the Havea-go Day in November. Incoming Correspondence was
the HRSA magazine Radiowaves. HRSA (Historic Radio
of South Australia) is a very fine organization and members of the VWGC are encouraged to become members.

Paul Hansen-9 Books are overdue from the library. Borrowers are asked to return them. The list will be given to
Andrew and distributed to club members.
Laurie Bugeja- Saw a posting on Facebook of a gramophone with a steam powered motor. Merv replied that it
could be a modified hot air motor machine.
Rodney House- Notes on last month’s auction. 30 people
were registered and 20 bought items. There were 13 vendors who made from $0-$204. Prices ranged from $1$175. $822 changed hands.
Items of Interest.
Tony Bayliss- Black, hard plastic Astor mantle radio
c.1954.
Matthew Cass- WW2, AWA receiver from a Lancaster
Bomber. Possibly 12 valve. In quite good condition. For
restoration. Received as thanks for work done on a stereo valve amp.
Vince Taylor- Display of records relating to comedy and
early English Music hall comedy in relation to tonight’s
talk.
Kevin Chant- DC converter to drive the old vibration
transformers. Self designed and manufactured in China.
Meeting closed 8.20pm.
A combined talk by Tony Smith, Richard Rennie and
Vince Taylor on comedy on 78rpm. An auction of donated goods was held after.

There was no outgoing correspondence. The secretary’s
report was moved as correct by Merv Thompson and
seconded by Laurie Bugeja. Passed unanimously.
Treasurer’s Report.
Tabled as a separate document. There is approx $2,300
in the bank and $6,000 in the fixed deposit account.
There is approx $110 in the kitty. There are no outstanding debits.
Moved as correct by Laurie Bugeja and seconded by
Tony Bayliss. Passed unanimously.
General Business.
John Paskulich- 1) The Wireless Hill radio information
day is set for Sunday 27th October.

Tony Smith and Vince Taylor with support from
Richard Rennie, did a presentation on Comedy in
78 Records for the July meeting.

2) Is there any interest in starting a Facebook page for
the club? Vince Taylor replied that the option was discussed at a committee meeting but it was decided to not
proceed due to the need for a moderator. Facebook
pages eg: Gramophone and Phonograph Collectors
Down under can be used to promote the club.
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22 July 2019 Meeting

(Above and Below) Some of the excellent slides prepared by Richard Rennie for the
talk on Comedy in 78 Records by Tony Smith and Vince Taylor.

The donated items auction at the July meeting
attracted a variety of bits and pieces like obsolete VHS videotapes, valves and radio parts.
Tony Baylis brought in his c 1954 Astor mantle
radio for “Show n Tell” at the July meeting.

20
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22 July 2019 Meeting

A c.1940’s AWA mantle radio with a Bakelite
case in excellent condition, was donated to the
club, and auctioned at the July meeting.

A Trio (Kenwood) 9R-59DS Communications Receiver c. 1970 was donated to the July auction.

Matthew Cass shows his AWA transceiver from a
WW2 Lancaster bomber.

A sophisticated 1977-80 stereo Technics tape
deck RS-686DS was donated to the July auction,
and was a bargain for a keen restorer.

Members sifting through items for auction looking for
something of interest.

Communications receiver and box
of spare parts at the auction.
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22 July 2019 Meeting

Members await start of business at our July meeting.

Take your pick of CRO’s at the auction!

Radio chassis needing some TLC.

Operatic radio chassis needing a cabinet.
Single channel amplifier unit. ? PA. Donated.
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Shannons Classic Car Show
24 March 2019.
On Sunday 24 March 2019 some members from our
club set up a display and information stand at the
invitation of the Shannons Classic Car Show.
The stand was visited by a substantial number of the
public who were interested in our displayed radios
and gramophones etc. The show has been successful publicity for our club.
Many thanks to the members who ran the stand—
Andrew Wakeman, Barry Kinsella, Mike Street, John
Paskulich, Gary Cowans, Tony Baylis, Lawrie Bugeja
and Rob Nunn.

Visitors showed plenty of interest in our displayed vintage radios, gramophones, novelty items and telephones.

VWGC Display stand at the Shannon’s Classic
Car Show.

23

Sonix FM-AM with Public Service Band, made in
Hong Kong, Model No. Jm7—one of the radios
in our display, courtesy of Lawrie Bugeja..
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Shannons Classic Car Show. 24 March 2019.

Our display stand location was very good to attract passing visitors.

Todd Emery shows a display of
phonograph needles at the stand.

Some of the vintage radios on display.

Blue HMV c1926 portable record player and an
Edison phonograph 1906, courtesy Mike Street.

Front and top views of a Cossor Melody Maker
radio, c. 1927 on display.

24

Todd Emery brought along these gramophones—from left to right : Disc Gramophones
by Colombia, Model AJ, Colombia Model AU
and Colombia Model Q.
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Shannons Classic Car Show 24 March 2019

Our display of radios and gramophones etc
attracted plenty of interest from the public.

Enquiries were received from both
young and older members of the public.

Some fine examples of 1960-’s vintage transistor/valve radios on display.

Some of our members at the stand.
Left to right—Barry, Tony, John and Andrew.
Also present Mike Street, Richard Rennie, Rob
Nunn, Lawrie Bugeja

Display of vintage telephones.

John Paskulich demonstrates one of the vintage telephones on display for the WA Historic
Telecommunications Society.

Early 1950’s MG TD nicely restored on display
at the Classic Car Show.
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When completed the transformer is subjected to tests for
leakage, and correct output voltages.
Finally, it is aged on overload for two hours to eliminate
any possibility of transformer breakdown when operating
in the set.

The Story behind Astor
Courtesy of Gary Cowans
Continued from Edition 133

CHAPTER 12. - DYNAMIC SPEAKER SPECIALLY DESIGNED.
The Cairns Post (QLD) advertised
The Story Behind Astor over fourteen issues from 7 June The loud speaker is responsible for the reproduction into
audible sound of the radio impulses picked up by your
till 25 June 1935 for Pittard Dick & Co Pty. Ltd., a radio
receiver.
dealer in Cairns.
Recognising its importance, Astor Engineers insist that
sensitivity should not be sacrificed by employing the
CHAPTER X. - TUNING COILS AND CONDENSERS
cheaper standard speaker design, which leaves out the
BUILT WITH ABSOLUTE PRECISION.
sides of the pot enclosing the field coil.
Signals transmitted by the broadcasting stations are so
weak the human ear cannot detect them. It is only the
Complete sensitivity can only be obtained by a comdelicate radio receiving apparatus, adjusted to synchropletely enclosed pot. In the Jensen the heavy round
nise with the incoming impulses, that
metal pot completely covers the large field coil, preventenables these signals to be recorded.
ing leakage of field energy.
Mathematical
accuracy is
therefore essential in tuning
apparatus. See
how precisely
the Astor tuning
coils are wound.

Solid pressed steel frame ensures freedom from mechanical distortion. 3point spider support
maintains accurate centering of the voice coil.
Input transformer is specially designed to handle
the tremendous output of
the new super Pentode
valves.

How the rigid
Astor Mickey DL blue 1946 of
die-cast construction
the tuning condensers ensures maintenance of that great accuracy (to within Each speaker is tested
half of one per cent.) to which each condenser is tested. over an extraordinary
range of notes. Thus AsBuilt so that nothing interferes with their exact operation, tor ensures reproduction,
these delicate contrivances function tirelessly and accu- true as the original, from
the most subdued whisrately. Picking up and separating the radio impulses, so
that only the signals of the station desired are passed on per to the crescendo of a
100-piece symphony orto the reproducing units of the receiver.
chestra.
CHAPTER XI - THE HEART OF THE POWER UNIT.
Here is the power transformer. The unit that transforms
the power from your electric light supply. On this unit,
coupled with the filter condensers, depends the steady
flow of current necessary to give that full, undistorted volume for which the Astor is justly renowned.
See how the coil is layer wound from highest quality
American enamelled wire. The thousands of fine strands
are carefully layer insulated. Once the coil is wound it is
subjected to numerous laboratory tests for continuity,
correct proportions, shorted turns, and insulation break
down.
The coil is then preheated, thoroughly dried to eliminate
all moisture, and finally impregnated to seal the entire coil
against atmospheric effects. The lamination of the iron
core inside the coil is then carried out.
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Astor Monarch 1940

CHAPTER 13. - 1.-CAREFUL CABINET CRAFTSMANSHIP MAKES WARPING IMPOSSIBLE.
All Astor Cabinet artistry is not apparent on the surface.
The various plane surfaces within the cabinet are mortised together, to such exactitude that it seems as though
a cabinet were actually carved out of a single piece ofwood.
The legs are dowled to the body of the cabinet in such a
manner that warping is impossible. Consequently, your
cabinet will be as beautiful and intact in all the years to
come as it is the day you select it.
Astor Cabinets are fashioned from the finest figured walnut veneers with ebony inlays. The designs admirably
express the trend of modern, cabinet styles, and are exclusive to Astor.
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JUPITER 52

THE FINAL CHAPTER. (14). - THE ASTOR IN THE
HOME.
Entering the home, Astor charms with its mobility. The
coordinated compactness of design which enables you to
take the Astor into any room. No elaborate installation is Through a contact by one of the Telenecessary.
phone Collectors group I was asked to
have a look at an early Philips radio that Tony Smith
You note with
had come to Australia some years ago.
pleasure how the
beauty of the Astor
The set was owned by a lady named Vesna who had
Cabinet adds to
emigrated from Europe to Australia many years ago.
the attractiveness
When her grandfather passed away she was asked by
of home furnishher family back in Europe if there was anything she
ings. How Astor
Radio enhances
your hospitality;
enabling you to
offer outstanding
musical entertainment to your
friends.
Astor portable radio 1949-50
Astor gives you that
certain period of real recreation which is a daily necessity
to the physical and mental well-being of you and your
family.
Astor Radio has definite educational value; it enables,
you to gain some new knowledge each passing day. It is
a modern convenience that costs less to operate and
keeps you in closer touch than the telephone.
The running cost is negligible. Astor electric Radio consumes less than an ordinary lamp; less than one halfpenny per day. It is an entertainment investment which
represents a valuable addition to the assets of your
home. DECIDE UPON AN ASTOR TO-DAY.
Pittard, Diack & Co. Pty. Ltd.

The Jupiter 52 radio as received.
would like from his possessions. She chose his radio,
her having remembered that it was purchased soon after
WW2 as a gift from grandfather to his then sweetheart.

It was duly packed up and shipped out to Australia.
The set was then given to a friend for safe keeping for a
while. When Vesna retrieved it, to her dismay all the
Extracted from TROVE archive by Gary Cowans 9 Octo- valves had been removed, with only the original tuning
ber 2017.
indicator left. Unfortunately Vesna was unable to ascertain who exactly was responsible.

Jupiter 52 radio as received (rear view)
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Wording on the back cover was in German, so one would
assume that is was in fact manufactured in Germany.
Fortunately I had several of the European valves that
were required, and through the Club I was able to complete the required number.

Attractive woodgrain in the finished job.
Underside access to chassis components

Upon removal of the chassis I was able to get a good
look at the wiring. Oh Boy! I have never seen such poor
The line-up consisted of EF42 (wideband RF), ECH42
commercial wiring as in the case. All the small compo(converter), EF43 (IF), EAF42 (pentode duo-diode),
nents were simply soldered from point to point, all relyECH42 (triode hexode), EB41 (twin diode) EBC41 (triode ing of course on the strength of their leads, and not a
diode), EL41 (output), and a AZ41 (rectifier).
skerrick of insulation on anything! Take a close look at
the accompanying photo!
The cabinet had started to deteriorate through age and
some rough handling so the first thing was to tackle the
Yet I have to say that once the valves were in place, and
woodwork. I found that simply a very coarse sand-paper the input tapping on the power transformer set to 250
took the existing coating off the wood fairly easily, folvolts, the set was a goer! Even the original tuning indicalowed by the usual fine sanding and appropriate clear
tor worked!
varnish.
Finishing off the cabinet work and re-assembling the
chassis into the cabinet resulted in a fine looking set, for
a very grateful owner.
………………..Tony Smith

Underside—poor wiring of components

An interesting feature of this set, built in 1952, was that it
was capable of receiving FM as well as the usual Long
Wave, Medium Wave and of course Short Wave. To this
was the added feature of a tuning indicator (EM34).
Incorporated in the cabinet woodwork itself was a dipole
antenna for the FM. There was a removable plate under
the cabinet, which enabled, I guess, at least some work
could be done on the set whilst the chassis was still in
place.
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Europe to the other side of the world which is not the Far
East (Japan) and not even the West (USA) but in the
southern hemisphere, that is exactly in Australia.

KRIESLER MODEL 41-24
The Radio
with the Southern Cross.
When last February, Alexander
showed me this radio (fig 1) I thought at Reg Gauci
first it was a German one. The word
Kriesler on the front of it indicated that much to me and
also since living for many years in Alto Adige, South Tyrol, I became familiar with German brands.

Fig 5. Rear view inside cabinet

Fig 1. Front view of Kriesler
However, looking at it more closely, I had to change my
mind because the little radio has a tuning scale on its top
face (fig 2), a very exotic one at that, which does not
compare with any vintage European transistor radios,
Japanese or American ones which the majority of we enthusiasts recognise.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICE
The Kreisler radio receiver with the Southern Cross is
distinguished from that of the same manufacturer of
model 41-24 as is evident from the white label affixed to
the inside of the back. It is found inside a rectangular
plastic box with dimensions 12.5cm wide, 9cm high and
depth 5cm (fig 5), decisively big for a pocket device, The
box on the three sides is in a brown plastic leather look
and the back looks upholstered (fig 6).

Fig 6. Rear view of Kriesler
The front has a full metallic grille
with gold edging and near the left
Fig 2. Kriesler top view—dial
border has the word “Kriesler” and a
What’s more, on the right of the scale is written in cursive logo with a large “V” embossed
Fig 7. Side view
style “Transistor “ in which the letter T is styled in the
with the letter “K”.
form of the Southern Cross with four glass crystals at its
extremities and a small pearl sticking out of its right arm. On the right side of the unit (= mobiletto in Italian, “a little
piece of furniture’) (fig 7) protrude two adjacent knobs,
one to control tuning towards the front, and the ON-OFF
volume towards the rear whereas down below is the audio socket for individual listening.

Fig 4. Southern Cross
Australian Flag
Fig 3. Southern Cross
The presence of this cross is
not by chance and in fact takes us a very long way from
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Two metallic gold plated inserts are placed at the ends of
the top with eyelets for the strap couplings on which there
is also a little case for ear plugs.
On the top (that is, on the upper side as seen in the introduction) is contained the tuning quadrant with its unusual
scale together with the design of the famous cross which,
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as well as embellishing this radio and making it more interesting wants to evidently highlight its geographical origin. The latter is confirmed, although almost not necessary, by the writing “Kriesler A/Asia Pty Limited”, quoted
immediately under the specific model number (model 4124) on the white label (fig 8), below and to the right.
That label also specifies: the electrical diagram; the diagram of
the principal components used on the
chassis: the type of
battery used
(Eveready type 2162,
9V) with substitution
instructions and removal from the radio
chassis.
The chassis presents
all its components visibly (fig 9). It is worth
noting: the cap of the
loudspeaker endorsed
Fig 8. Product information label
“Rola” an Australian
company from Richmond, Victoria; the black mica hood
which covers the variable condenser, the presence of
three transformers of medium frequency; the use of six
German Philips transistors with only one encased in
black glass (OC75, BF driver) and all the others metallically encased; the writing “Miniwatt” on the transistor
driver and on the converter one.

shown in fig 11, it
is clearly demonstrated that we
have only one
chassis no. 89-2 (to
which the diagram
refers) utilized in
two distinct radio
models: the 41-24
(ours) and the 4126.

Fig 8. Details of product.

Fig 11. Circuit diagram and components.
The electrical diagram on this chassis according to the
right, in addition to several id’s (designer, inspector,
checker) shows the date 5 March 1961 and shows a
classic superheterodyne circuit of a medium frequency
radio of 6 transistors, all pnp type with one OC170 (TR1)
in the converter stage and two OC169 (TR2 e TR3) MF
amplifiers of 455kHz.
Also present is diode OA80
(D1), called a stabilizing diode
or damping diode, connected
between the entry of the primary of the first MF Transformer and the socket of the
primary of the second MF
transformer.
Fig 12 Aust radio prefixes

Fig 9. Chassis and components.

This diode serves to very efficiently attenuate strong incoming radio signals thereby avoiding overloading the
transistors and keeping them within working tolerances.

The use of other Philips’ components, besides transistors, like electrolyte condensers (coloured blue) and fiFollowing afterwards is the essential detector diode 0A79
nally a yellow cardboard label (fig 10) riveted to the chas(D2) from which branches the CAV circuit, the transistor
sis, recording the serial number 1215 and in this case the
driver (TR4) and the audio amplifier.
chassis number 89-2 and model no 41-24/26.
This last stage is, so to speak, of the first generation, that
The last label could mislead with the addition of the num- is, incorporated in the overwhelming majority of the early
portable radio receivers, with two audio transformers, one
ber 26 but looking at the diagram on the white label on
at the entry and the other at the exit of a final
the cover (the one showing the components) and the
enlarged version and easily read in the electrical diagram
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pair of identical transistors OC74 (TR5 and TR6) joined
to function in Class B, that is push-pull. Note in the audio
section, the presence of counter reaction resistor R24
which improves the sound quality.
To now, I have said a great deal about our radio, model
41-24 but, someone will be asking himself, how about its
twin (sister?) which the manufacturer has distinguished
with the number 21-26.
Well, aside from the identical chassis and attached components, electrical circuit
included, on
the site of Radio museum
(loaded with
useful information) appears that
very model
41-26 in a
case of almost
equivalent dimensions,
Fig 13. Tuning dial
but covered in black vinyl
(instead of the leather look) with a circular grille bordered
with raised studs and bearing the inscription ALL TRANSISTOR.
And also present is the logo and the word KRIESLER,
but placed horizontally near the lower left edge of the
front side. On the top of this model is missing the beautiful Southern Cross, substituted by eleven small glass
crystals.
The weight indicated for model 41-26 is approximately
400gm and 480 gm for the 41-24. Note finally that Radio
museum shows our 41-24 with a red simulated leather
covering and calls it Playway whereas the 41-26 is called
Playboy. In the first year of launch, our Playway Sold for
$A54.60 and the Playboy a little less at $A52.50.

PHILCO MODEL 444
1936 Nicknamed
“The Peoples Set”
I purchased this radio recently
Phil Oxwell
(February 2019) from an Antique/Collectors establishment in Guildford WA for what I
believe was a good price for a radio of this calibre and
rarity.
It wasn’t cheap but then again anything of value usually
never is based on past experiences. (my wife spotted it in
the outlet and suggested I buy it so the bonus of that is
she can’t go crook with the cost of it and the restoration
cost HAHA)
The Bakelite case
was in excellent
condition and generally speaking it is
the thickest Bakelite I have ever
seen on a radio so
has stood the test
of time.
All components
were original and,
in a condition to be
bought back to as
close to original
again.

The radio is a 4-model
Philco 444 front view.
valve with medium and
long wavebands. When first produced in
Perivale/Middlesex in UK it was marketed and sold at
6gns or six pound thirty shillings which was generally
within the average middle-class family budget at that time
Please note: The first edition of this article was published coming towards the end of the great depression as wirein the issue N.128 of the Italian bimonthly journal for vin- less was no longer a luxury of the upper or rich classes.
tage radios, Antique Radio Magazine. You can find the
American receivers traditionally used more valves in their
Italian-language issue at:
sets to improve quality and output. Valve prices in Britain
http://www.antiqueradio.it/ARM/index.php?page=shop.pr were considerably more expensive than in USA, due to
oduct_details&flypage=flypage.tpl&product_id=278&cate restrictive practices exercised by the BVA.
gory_id=13&option=com_virtuemart&Itemid=62
……………..Reg Gauci and Michael
Philco had to produce a cheaper superhet radio with
fewer valves (which involved some ingenuity incorporating special valves and design a set with a stylish cabinet
and a marketing strategy to sell their products.
The Bakelite casings were initially believed to be made
by E K Cole who pioneered the production of Bakelite
radios in the UK under the brand name of EKCO.
The radio was stripped back to chassis /case and then
restoration started .The frame of the chassis was heavily
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corroded with surface rust and required many hours of
cleaning with WD40(CRC) and toothbrush and small wire
brush and has come up OK but took a huge amount of
work.
The electronics
have all been
restored and
has new
speaker cloth
and new Perspex cover on
front of dial and
the dial light has
very high illumination.
The back cover
which is in surprisingly good
condition was
only hanging by
a thread at the
back as the connecting lugs has
broken off.

“Smooth Operator”
Rodney House brought this
wine bottle to our attention.
It shows a cartoon of a
gramophone with horn
speaker.
The wine is called “Smooth
Operator”, a Cabernet Merlot, made by Evans and Tate
at Margaret River ,WA

Philco 444 rear view top chassis.

These were repaired with some brass lugs and at this
time Velcro attaches it back on which does an excellent
job and makes for easy removal to repair or inspect. I
think if Velcro was invented at the time this radio was
produced, I am sure it would have been used on the back
panel.
I live I in area near Leeming / Jandakot and AM reception
here is poor even at the best of times either with a valve
radio or transistor and this radio works loud and clear day
or night so must be a testament of its quality and performance. So this will be the go to radio listening to the
Dockers win the rest of their games this season
The Philco 444 is a beautiful rare design classic highly
sought after and prized by serious collectors for its
unique cathedral shaped moulded Bakelite and indeed by
Art Deco collectors.
..................Phil Oxwell.
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RECORD SPEEDS AND
STROBOSCOPES
In Western Australia, the AC electricity in
the metropolitan area was originally 40
cycles per second. Thus in WA,
Richard Rennie
stroboscopes for the 78 rpm records
had to be designed for 40 cps.
In the late 1940s, the power supply in WA was changed
to 50 cps AC. Also in the 1940s, 45 rpm and 33 ? rpm
records came available. Stroboscopes now had to show
more than one speed.
In America, AC electricity was 60 cps. This required a
different stroboscope design. The speeds of records
were originally set for American AC. 60 cps is 3600 cycles per minute. Thus the official speed of 78s
became 78.26 rpm. Record cutting machines could be
geared to the AC supply.
78.26 rpm was 3600 divided by 46.
45 rpm was 3600 divided by 80.
33 ? rpm was 3600 divided by 108.
16 ? was 3600 divided by 216.
This meant that Australia, with its 50 cps, could not easily
gear record cutting machines or turntables to the same
standard as the American machines.

Klingsor
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was the Gerthan "RADIOMANN" learning kit; as it was
designed for kids, high voltage was a no-no. It used a
Telefunken RE074d space charge triode.

The Hikers
Home - Made Radios.
The Hikers, a 1930s novel idea to make
tube/valve radios work with a low voltage
plate supply.
Norbert Torney

About 25 years ago I obtained Peter Lankshear's
"DISCOVER VINTAGE RADIOS" magazine. I read with
Home made low plate voltage, speaker-operated,
interest about his boyhood home made radio "the Hiker".
2-Russian battery valve radio.
The idea of a tube radio working with a 9 volt plate battery
intrigued me. I found in my tube collection the not so comNowadays this tube in working order is impossible to find.
mon type "49" tube. Everything needed was on hand. A
However Telefunken and Lorenz designed comparatively
few hours work produced a fully working breadboard ramodern space charge tubes for small handheld military
dio.
use equipment. A triode type RV2,4T3 and a rather sophisticated pentode the RV2,4P45. The P45 is well
known and obtainable.
Low voltage tubes working from 12 volt and even 6 volt
battery supplies were made in the 1950s for vibrator less
car radios. The more modern 1950s "Radiomann" kit
used a Philips EF98; a tube which works comfortably
even of a 6 volt supply. Low voltage tubes perform well
as voltage amplifiers in audio and RF stages, however
cannot produce enough power to drive a speaker.
Two space charge tubes with output impedances low
enough (800 ohm) to drive a transistor output stage were
“Discovering Vintage Radio” magazine article on
“The Hiker” home-made radio
produced, however 40 to 60 mW was the maximum
power produced by them, still not enough to drive a
My interest did not stop there and I did some research
speaker successfully, but enough to drive a single or
into "space-charge" tubes. Space charge tubes were
push pull transistor output stage. The heater current of all
manufactured during the 1920s but never progressed
car radio tubes is too high to consider same for a battery
past a few types. An interesting use in the 1930s and 40s portable radio.
Finally after years of searching I found in a 1949 German
radio magazine circuits using ex WWII space charge
tubes in experimental battery radios. Both the RV2,4T3
and more so the RV2,4P45 were used. The author published a number of circuits operating from 12 to 25 volt.
One, a three valve TRF was designed to operate a low
power speaker successfully. I liked the idea but managed
to obtain one only RV2,4P45. In a later magazine under a
reader built it, somebody used a similar circuit with the
much more common and definitely cheaper RV2,4P700.

Close-up of the 2 Russian battery valves used in
the radio built by Norbert.
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This tube is comparatively easy to obtain and a hell of a lot
cheaper than the P45. Next step was eBay; there were a
number of ads for the P700 and even more adds for a
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Russian 2J27P which is supposed to be a Russian copy
of the German P700. The cheapest 2J27P was 10 of
same for $11.00. This was the way to go for me. An
added advantage is the Russian tubes use standard loctal
sockets rather than the German cradle type contraption.

Herr Bracklow in Leibzig stated he did it in 1950 with a two
tube TRF and 18 - 25 volt supply. With a maximum current
of only 2mA, 2 or 3 common 9 volt batteries would last a life
time anyway. But will it work?

I got my 2J27L
Why would these tubes work where others wouldn't? The
tubes from a guy
German military used during WWII high band VHF and UHF in Hungary, he
radio equipment, for this purpose high gain wide band tubes also supplied top
were necessary; most of these tubes work successfully right quality gold
into the 2 meter, 1 meter and 50 cm band.
plated loctal
sockets. An experimental set up
Some of these tubes were used right up to the 1960s in
was necessary
telephone and 2-way radio equipment. Production of the
and of course all Rear view of 1937 Hiker Bread
well known RV12P2000 ceased in 1961 in East Germany.
Board radio kit set
Even though the RV2,4P700 is a wide band RF pentode its required items
needed to be found. The tuning coil was salvaged from a
power output is rated 1 watt, twice that of a 3V4 or similar
discarded radio chassis as well as a very small tuning
tube with a filament current of only 60 mA.
condenser. Herr Bracklow's design used a "NEGADYNE"
A common 3Q5 requires 100 mA, so do 3S4 and the most circuit; with this circuit the coil doesn't need feedback
turns, because feedback occurs through the Miller effect
common one of all, the 3V4. The P700 was used as RF
inside the tube.
oscillator, RF amplifier, audio o/p stage and RF PA for frequencies of up to 200 Mhz/the 1.5 meter band. It was also
used for experimental FM receivers in the late 40s and early Feedback can only be
altered through a potenti50s. In short it is a great tube for experimenters.
ometer in the tube filament supply. To make a
long story short I couldn't
get it going. Back to a
standard design with 35
turns of thin wire on top of
the tuning coil - bingo, a
full success.
Getting sufficient volume Radios madeby participants
to make it a practical
in the HRSA Competition.
1937 Hiker Bread Board radio kit set—front view.
preposition was more
Experimental work was necessary to determine whether difficult, finally I found a Philips o/p transformer from a
these tubes really would be good enough to produce suf- discarded battery potable that used originally a 3V4 o/p
ficient audio power to drive a sensitive speaker. I decided tube and the matching speaker. This set up works quite
well.
to build my "Hiker II" a low voltage battery portable with
speaker performance.
For circuits such as this it is essential to use an interstage transformer. One from a 1920s TRF would probaThe HRSA used to run competitions of who can built the
best Hiker, because the type "49" is now quite unobtainable bly be o.k. but they are by far too bulky. Sifting through
my junk collection I found a small Senheiser transformer;
1Q5s and 3Q5s have been successfully substituted and a
fair number have been built but for speaker operation tran- it was labelled black earth and red G1 the primary was
sistors had to be incorporated. If I use 18 to 27 volt it should not marked but it was a few kilo ohms. I tried it and it
worked absolutely super. Finally I assembled the set as a
be possible to get a non transistor radio with speaker perbreadboard construction and am looking forward to a
formance operative.
demonstration at one of our club meetings…...Norbert.
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Note : Advertisements are placed free-of-charge,
but should be of a non-exploitive nature. (Editor)

Check out our Club Website!
VWGC.ORG.AU

ENCYCLOPAEDIA
OF
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN
WIRELESSES AND GRAMOPHONES

There are also Links to other pages relating to Membership, Meetings, Auctions, Contact Details, Club
Magazine, Advertisements, Gramophone Needles
etc. We are fortunate to have an excellent site managed by member Reg Gauci
So check it out and keep up to date!

WANTED TO BORROW
For research purposes
Brown wax Edison cylinder record
These are fragile. Please avoid
playing it before record is inspected
See photo below.
Richard Rennie 9330 1636

ALMOST SOLD OUT!
LIMITED COPIES
STILL AVAILABLE!

The stories and catalogues in this book
were largely produced by documenting those
Western Australian wirelesses and gramophones that
exist in local museums and private collections,
and by interviewing, over the past 20 years,
many of the people who actually built and/or sold
them.
207 pages
400 illustrations, most in colour.

STYLUS AVAILABLE FOR RECORD PLAYER
The club has a range of styli and cartridges available.
I also have MANY new styli (78 and Lp) available,
each at a small cost..
I have a catalogue to assist identification of required
cartridge and stylus.
Richard 9330 1636
rennie@lightandsound.net.au

Wanted
Step-down transformer—commercial unit in a metalcarry case with handle —1,000W (1 kvA),
Input 240/250V, Output 110/120V
Dennis Grimwood
diyaudio@oestex.com
FOR SALE
- in various makes and models
Speaker drivers - 8, 10 and 12 inch woofers, wide range,
midrange and tweeters
Speaker Cabinets complete with drivers - 2 and 3 way bookshelf and full size
Power Transformers - laminated and toroidal LV to HV
AM/FM Tuner/Receivers hi-fi modular

PA Amplifiers - with/without AM/FM tuner 35W-100W
Contact: Dennis Grimwood
email: diyaudio@oestex.com
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